
«It has no mouth but it speaks. It is 
not alive, but it can be a good 

friend. It is not a tree, but it has 
leaves…» 



“Books in our
 life” 



Look in a Book
Look

in a book
and you will see

words
and magic

and mystery.
Look        

in a book
and you will find

sense
and nonsense
of every kind.

Look 
in a book

and you will know
all the things

that can help you grow.

                 In a Story Book
       At night when sunshine goes away, 
     And it's too dark for me to play, 
     I like to come inside, and look 
     For new friends in a story book.



discovers  new  things

educates us

helps  to solve problems

helps to escape from everyday life problems 

boring

gives a headache
takes a lot of time

depressing

badly written



Autobiography, biography, 
adventure story, detective story, 

fairy tale, fantasy, historical novel, 
horror story, humorous story, 

romance, a legend, a myth, 
science fiction, travel story, poetry, 

 a folktale



 A book about actual or imagined scientific things or 
events.

A   book with an old story about  great events and 
people in ancient times, which may not be true.

A   story  that teaches a lesson, a story in which 
animals or objects can speak.

A story in which frightening and often unnatural things 
happen.

A  book that tells a very exciting story especially of 
crime and violence.

A book about another person’s life.
A book  about your life.
A guide book or book of visits to foreign countries.
A  book which contains exciting adventures.
A book about relationship and romantic love between 

two people



  Agatha Christie

Mark Twain

Stephen King

  Alexander Belyaev

Lewis Carroll

   Alexander Pushkin

detective stories

   adventure stories

horror  stories

 science fiction 

fairy-tale stories

poetry

Murder on the Orient Express

The Prince and the Pauper

The Shining,

Amphibian Man

Through the Looking-Glass

Eugene Onegin



The first printed 
books



JOHANN 
GUTENBERG



IVAN FYODOROV



   What is the name of the first book inventor? 
a) Tom Ford     b) Johann Gutenberg    

c) Charles Darwin
   What is the title of the first printed English 

book?
 a) “ Sayings of Philosophers”  b)  “Apostle” 

 c) Bible 
   Who was the Russian pioneer of printing? 

 a) Ivan Fyodorov   b) Aleksey Tolstoy  
c) Ivan Bunin



My favourite book



»



Let’s sing!!!
My books are just standing on 

bookshelves
That I’m always happy to read
My favourite’s under the pillow.
A good book is what I need.

Chorus: Read books, read books,
They were invented to read, to read.
Read books, read books,
A good books is what I need.
The book that was written in English
Improves your knowledge as well.
It teaches your lexics and grammar
And how the English words spell.



Charles Kingsley:

 “Except a living man, 
there is nothing more 

wonderful than a book”.



Thank you for the 
lesson.


